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Let R be a regular ring containing Q and let A be an A2-ﬁbration
over R . We prove in this paper that every ﬁxed point free locally
nilpotent R-derivation of A has a slice. As a consequence, an
A2-ﬁbration over a factorial regular ring R is trivial if and only if
it has a ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-derivation. Our results
answer a question raised by Freudenburg (2009) [11, Question 2]
which actually was the main motivation of this work.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, all rings are assumed to be commutative with unity. Given a ring R we
denote by R[n] the polynomial R-algebra in n variables. By a coordinate system of R[n] we mean a list
u1, . . . ,un of polynomials which generates R[n] as an R-algebra.
Given an R-derivation ξ of an R-algebra A we denote by Aξ the kernel of ξ , also called the
ring of constants of ξ . The derivation ξ is said to be locally nilpotent if for every a ∈ A there exists
m ∈ N such that ξm(a) = 0. Locally nilpotent derivations theory has proved very useful in studying
fundamental problems in Aﬃne Algebraic Geometry such as the Cancellation Problem, see [16,9,10].
Locally nilpotent R-derivations of R[2] were classiﬁed by Rentschler [20] when R is a ﬁeld of
characteristic zero. In particular, every ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-derivation of R[2] is trivial,
i.e., a partial derivative in a suitable coordinate system of R[2] . This result was extended to the case
R is a UFD containing Q by Daigle and Freudenburg [8], then to a Nœtherian domain R containing
Q by Bhatwadekar and Dutta [7] and ﬁnally to an arbitrary ring R containing Q by Berson, van den
Essen and Maubach [6]. In the more general case where R[2] is replaced by an A2-ﬁbration A over R ,
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the kernel of every nonzero locally nilpotent R-derivation of A is R[1] . He then asked the question
whether the existence of a ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-derivation of A implies that A = R[2] ,
see [11, Question 2]. This question can be reformulated as follows.
Question 1. Let K be a ﬁeld of characteristic zero, R = K [n] with n  2 and let A be an A2-ﬁbration over R.
Does every ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-derivation of A have a slice?
Motivated by this question, we study in this paper ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent derivations
of A2-ﬁbrations over a Nœtherian normal domain containing Q. The following theorem is our main
result.
Theorem 1.1. Let R be a Nœtherian normal domain containing Q and let A be a locally stably trivial A2-
ﬁbration over R. Let ξ be a ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-derivation of A. Then ξ has a slice if and only if
Aξ is an A1-ﬁbration over R.
When R is a regular ring then by [3, Corollary 3.5] every A2-ﬁbration A over R is locally sta-
bly trivial. Moreover, by using similar arguments as in the proof of [11, Theorem 3.1], and taking
into account the Auslander–Buchsbaum Theorem [4,17], we deduce that the ring of constants of ev-
ery nonzero locally nilpotent R-derivation of A is an A1-ﬁbration. Thus, by Theorem 1.1, the above
question has a positive answer in the more general case where R is a regular ring containing Q.
In fact, the assumption that R is normal is not needed in the “only if” part of Theorem 1.1. The
proof we give for this part holds for an arbitrary Nœtherian ring R containing Q and it establishes
the stronger fact that Aξ ∼=R SymR(M), where M is a ﬁnitely generated projective R-module of rank
one. We do not know whether the “if” part of Theorem 1.1 holds without the assumption that R is
normal.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we gather the main results to be used in this paper.
2.1. Locally nilpotent derivations
Let R ⊂ A be rings and let ξ be an R-derivation of A. The kernel of ξ is a subring of A which
contains R . It is called the ring of constants of ξ and is denoted by Aξ . The derivation ξ is said to
be ﬁxed point free if the ideal generated by the image of ξ is A. An element s of A is said to be a
slice of ξ if ξ(s) = 1, and a local slice if ξ(s) = c where c is a nonzero element of Aξ . Clearly, every
derivation having a slice is ﬁxed point free. But the converse is not true in general.
We say that ξ is locally nilpotent if for every a ∈ A there exists m ∈ N such that ξm(a) = 0.
A nonzero locally nilpotent derivation need not have a slice, but always has a local slice.
The following fundamental result [18,22] is known as the Slice Theorem. The version we give
below can be found in [9, Proposition 1.3.21 and Corollary 1.3.23] and [10, Corollary 1.22].
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a ring containing Q and let ξ be a locally nilpotent derivation of A having a slice s.
Then A = Aξ [s] and ξ is the standard derivative with respect to s. Moreover, if R is a subring of Aξ containing
Q and over which A is ﬁnitely generated then so is Aξ over R.
Let R ⊂ A be domains containing Q and let ξ be a locally nilpotent R-derivation of A. Given a
multiplicatively closed subset S of R , the derivation ξ uniquely extends to a locally nilpotent RS -
derivation of AS = A ⊗R RS . By abuse of notation, we use the same symbol to denote the derivation
and its extension. The following proposition gathers some basic results on locally nilpotent deriva-
tions, see e.g., [10].
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of A. Then we have the following properties.
i. Aξ is an inert subring of A. In particular, if A is a UFD so is Aξ .
ii. When A is viewed as an Aξ -algebra, we have trdegAξ A = 1. If moreover A has ﬁnite transcendence degree
n over R then trdegR A
ξ = n − 1.
iii. Given a multiplicatively closed subset S of R we have (A ⊗R RS )ξ = Aξ ⊗R RS .
Given an R-derivation ξ of R[n] = R[u1, . . . ,un], with ξ =∑ f i∂ui , the divergence of ξ is deﬁned
as div(ξ) =∑i ∂ui f i . The derivation is said to be divergence-free if div(ξ) = 0. Notice that if R is a
domain then every locally nilpotent R-derivation of R[n] is divergence-free, see [9, Proposition 1.3.51].
The following theorem completely classiﬁes divergence-free ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-
derivations of R[2] , where R is an arbitrary ring containing Q. In case R is a ﬁeld it is a direct
consequence of [20]. The case R is a UFD is proven in [8], and the case R is a Nœtherian domain is
proven in [7]. The general case is proven in [6].
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a ring containing Q and let ξ be a divergence-free ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent
R-derivation of A = R[2] . Then Aξ = R[1] and ξ has a slice.
2.2. Aﬃne ﬁbrations
Given a ring R and a prime ideal p of R the residue ﬁeld Rp/pRp is denoted by K (p). For an
R-module M we let SymR(M) be the symmetric algebra of M .
Deﬁnition 2.4. An R-algebra A is said to be an Am-ﬁbration over R if and only if it satisﬁes the
following properties.
i. A is ﬁnitely generated as an R-algebra.
ii. A is ﬂat as an R-module.
iii. For every prime ideal p of R we have A ⊗R K (p) = K (p)[m] .
From the property iii. one easily deduces that the morphism Spec A → Spec R , induced by the
homomorphism R → A, is surjective. This property together with the ﬂatness assumption imply that
A is faithfully ﬂat over R . In particular, the homomorphism R → A is injective and hence we may
assume that R is a subring of A.
From the above deﬁnition, and the fact that ﬂatness is a local property, one easily deduces that if
A is a ﬁnitely generated R-algebra and m 0 are such that A ⊗m Rm = R[m]m for every maximal ideal
m of R then A is an Am-ﬁbration over R . In fact, if moreover A is ﬁnitely presented over R then by
a famous result due to Bass, Connell and Wright [5] one has A ∼=R SymR(M) where M is a ﬁnitely
generated projective R-module of rank m.
An Am ﬁbration A over R is said to be trivial if and only if A = R[m] . The ﬁbration is said to be
stably trivial if and only if A[n] = R[m+n] for some n  0, and it is said to be locally stably trivial if
and only if A ⊗R Rm is stably trivial for every maximal ideal m of R .
The following fundamental result concerning Am-ﬁbrations over regular rings is due to Asanuma
[3, Corollary 3.5].
Theorem 2.5. Every Am-ﬁbration over a regular local ring is stably trivial.
As a consequence, every Am-ﬁbration over a regular ring is locally stably trivial.
Concerning A1-ﬁbrations, we have the following result due to Asanuma [2, Theorem 5.7], see also
[13, Theorem 2] for a more general version.
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ﬁnitely generated projective R-module M of rank one such that
A ∼= SymR(M)
as R-algebras.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.6, if R is a Nœtherian normal local domain then every A1-ﬁbration
over R is trivial. Another consequence of Theorem 2.6 is that every A1-ﬁbration over a Nœtherian UFD
is trivial. Indeed, it is well known that every ﬁnitely generated rank one projective module over a UFD
is free.
The following result concerning A2-ﬁbrations is due to Sathaye [21, Theorem 1].
Theorem 2.7. If R is a DVR containing Q then every A2-ﬁbration over R is trivial.
2.3. Two criteria for an algebra to be a univariate polynomial ring
Given a ring R , we recall in this subsection two classical criteria for an R-algebra to be R[1] . The
ﬁrst one is due to Hamann [14, Theorem 2.8].
Theorem 2.8. Let R be a Nœtherian ring containing Q. If A is an R-algebra such that A[n] = R[n+1] as R-
algebras then A = R[1] .
The second criterion is due to Abhyankar, Heinzer and Eakin [1, Theorem 4.1].
Theorem 2.9. If R ⊂ A are UFDs such that A ⊂ R[n] , for some n 1, and the transcendence degree of A over
R is one then A = R[1] .
As a consequence of Theorem 2.9, if R is a UFD and A is an inert R-subalgebra of R[n] of transcen-
dence degree one over R then A = R[1] .
2.4. A criterion for an algebra to be ﬁnitely generated
The following result due to Onoda [19, Theorem 2.20] gives a very useful criterion for an algebra
over a Nœtherian domain to be ﬁnitely generated.
Theorem 2.10. Let R ⊂ A be domains, with R Nœtherian, and assume that the following conditions hold.
i. There exists c ∈ A such that Ac is a ﬁnitely generated R-algebra.
ii. For every maximal ideal m of R the Rm-algebra A ⊗R Rm is ﬁnitely generated.
Then A is a ﬁnitely generated R-algebra.
When A is contained in a domain B which is ﬁnitely generated as an R-algebra then, by [12,
Proposition 2.1], the ﬁrst condition in Theorem 2.10 is automatically satisﬁed.
3. Proof of the main result
To prove Theorem 1.1 we need the following three lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a Nœtherian normal domain containing Q and let A be a stably trivial A2-ﬁbration
over R. Let ξ be a ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-derivation of A and assume that Aξ = R[1] . Then for
every ideal a of R we have
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Proof. Let x = x1, . . . , xn be a list of variables over A such that A[x] = R[n+2] , and let y = y1, . . . , yn+2
be algebraically independent elements of A[x] over R such that A[x] = R[y]. Let u ∈ A be such that
Aξ = R[u], and let us ﬁrst show that the row (∂y1u, . . . , ∂yn+2u) ∈ R[y]n+2 is unimodular.
Let us extend ξ to a locally nilpotent R-derivation of A[x] by setting ξ(xi) = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,n, and
let us prove that this extension is, up to a multiplication by a unit in R , nothing but the Jacobian R-
derivation ζ = det Jacy(u, x1, . . . , xn,−) of R[y]. If K is the quotient ﬁeld of R then A⊗R K = K [2] , and
by Proposition 2.2iii. we have (A ⊗R K )ξ = K [u]. Moreover, by Theorem 2.3 there exists v ∈ A such
that A⊗R K = K [u, v] and ξ(v) = α ∈ R \{0}. On the other hand, we have K [y] = R[y]⊗R K = A[x]⊗R
K = K [u, v, x] and so u, v, x1, . . . , xn is a coordinate system of K [y]. It follows that ζ(v) = β ∈ K  , and
since u, v and the xi ’s belong to R[y] we have β ∈ R .
The R-derivation αζ − βξ vanishes on the subalgebra R[u, v, x] of R[y]. Since moreover
trdegR(R[u, v, x]) = trdegR(R[y]) = n + 2 we have αζ − βξ = 0. From the fact that ξ is ﬁxed point
free we deduce that α divides β in R , and so we have ζ = α1ξ , with α1 ∈ R . To prove that α1 is
a unit in R it suﬃces, by Krull principal ideal Theorem, to show that it is a unit in every localiza-
tion Rp, where p ranges over the height one prime ideals of R . So let p be such a prime ideal of
R and notice that Rp is a DVR containing Q according to the fact that R is Nœtherian normal and
contains Q. By Theorem 2.7 we have A⊗R Rp = R[2]p , and by Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.2iii. there
exists vp ∈ A such that A ⊗R Rp = Rp[u, vp] and ξ(vp) is a unit of Rp. On the other hand, we have
Rp[y] = R[y] ⊗R Rp = A[x] ⊗R Rp = Rp[u, vp, x] and so u, vp, x1, . . . , xn is a coordinate system of
Rp[y]. It then follows that ζ(vp) is a unit of Rp, and from the equality ζ(vp) = α1ξ(vp) we deduce
that α1 is a unit of Rp.
Given a ∈ R[y], by expanding the determinant of Jacy(u, x1, . . . , xn,a) along its ﬁrst row we eas-
ily deduce that ξ(a) ∈ (∂y1u, . . . , ∂yn+2u)R[y]. The fact that ξ is ﬁxed point free then implies that
(∂y1u, . . . , ∂yn+2u)R[y] = R[y].
Let a= (a1, . . . ,ar)R be an ideal of R and let a ∈ Aξ ∩ aA. We can thus write
a = a1b1 + · · · + arbr = (u),
where bi ∈ A and  ∈ R[u]. If deg() = 0 then a ∈ R , and from the faithful ﬂatness of A over R
we easily deduce that a ∈ aAξ . Assume that the result holds for deg() = d and let us prove it for
deg() = d+ 1. Since A ⊂ R[y] we can apply the operators ∂yi to the equality a1b1 + · · · + arbr = (u)
to obtain
a1∂yi b1 + · · · + ar∂yi br = ′(u)∂yi u
in R[y]. These equalities together with the fact that (∂y1u, . . . , ∂yn+2u)R[y] = R[y] yield
a1c1 + · · · + arcr = ′(u),
where the ci ’s are elements of R[y] = A[x]. By letting ci,0 ∈ A be the constant coeﬃcient of ci ∈ A[x],
and taking into account the fact that ′(u) ∈ A, the above identity yields
a1c1,0 + · · · + arcr,0 = ′(u).
By induction hypothesis we obtain
a1d1(u) + · · · + ardr(u) = ′(u),
where di ∈ R[u]. If we let ei(u) ∈ R[u] be such that e′i(u) = di(u) then
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where c ∈ R . Since (u) ∈ aA we have c ∈ aA and from the faithful ﬂatness of A over R we have








and the claimed result follows. 
Given a ring A containing Q and a locally nilpotent derivation ξ of A, the plinth ideal of ξ is
deﬁned according to [10] as pl(ξ) = ξ(A) ∩ Aξ . In the same way, if R is a subring of A containing Q
and if ξ is a locally nilpotent R-derivation of A we let plR(ξ) = ξ(A) ∩ R . Clearly, plR(ξ) is an ideal of
R and ξ has a slice if and only if plR(ξ) = R .
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a Nœtherian normal domain and let A be an A2-ﬁbration over R. If ξ is a ﬁxed point free
locally nilpotent R-derivation of A then plR(ξ) is not contained in any height one prime ideal of R.
Proof. Let p be a height one prime ideal of R . Then A ⊗R Rp is an A2-ﬁbration over Rp. Moreover,
Rp is a DVR containing Q according to the fact that R is Nœtherian normal and contains Q. By
Theorem 2.7 we have A ⊗R Rp = R[2]p . On the other hand, the extension of ξ to A ⊗R Rp = R[2]p is
a ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent Rp-derivation and by Theorem 2.3 it has a slice. This means that
there exists sp ∈ A such that ξ(sp) ∈ R \ p. 
Let R be a domain with quotient ﬁeld K and let a be an ideal of R . Recall that a−1 is deﬁned as
a−1 = {a ∈ K | aa⊂ R}.
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a Nœtherian normal domain and let a be an ideal of R not contained in any height one
prime ideal. Then a−1 = R and there exist c1, c2 ∈ a such that (c1, c2)R is not contained in any height one
prime ideal of R.
Proof. Let a ∈ a−1 and let p be a height one prime ideal of R . Then, we have aRp = Rp according
to the fact that a is not contained in p. Moreover, from the fact that aa ⊂ R we get aaRp ⊂ Rp, and
hence a ∈ Rp. From the assumption that R is Nœtherian normal we get R =⋂p Rp, where p ranges
over the height one prime ideals of R . This gives a ∈ R and so a−1 = R .
Let c1 be a nonzero element of a, let p1, . . . ,pr be the height one prime ideals that contain c1 and
let S = R \⋃pi . Since a is not contained in any pi we have aRS = RS and so a ∩ S 
= ∅. If we let c2
be an element in a∩ S then (c1, c2)R is not contained in any height one prime ideal of R . 
We have now enough material to prove the main result of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume that ξ has a slice, and notice that by Theorem 2.1 Aξ is a ﬁnitely
generated R-algebra. Let m be a maximal ideal of R . By Proposition 2.2iii. we have (A ⊗R Rm)ξ =
Aξ ⊗R Rm , and by using Theorem 2.1 we obtain A ⊗R Rm = (Aξ ⊗R Rm)[1] . On the other hand, since
A is assumed to be locally stably trivial there exists n  0 such that (A ⊗R Rm)[n] = R[n+2]m . It then
follows that (Aξ ⊗R Rm)[n+1] = R[n+2]m , and hence Aξ ⊗R Rm = R[1]m by Theorem 2.8. In particular, Aξ
is an A1-ﬁbration over R .
Conversely, assume that Aξ is an A1-ﬁbration over R and let us prove that ξ has a slice. Let us
ﬁrst assume that R is local. Then, by Theorem 2.6 we have Aξ = R[1] . Moreover A is stably trivial
since R is assumed to be local. By Lemma 3.1 we have Aξ ∩ aA = aAξ for every ideal a of R .
By Lemma 3.2 the ideal plR(ξ) is not contained in any height one prime ideal of R . Therefore, by
Lemma 3.3, we can ﬁnd c1, c2 ∈ plR(ξ) such that (c1, c2)R is not contained in any height one prime
ideal of R . Let s1, s2 ∈ A be such that ξ(si) = ci . Then ξ(c2s1 − c1s2) = 0 and so c2s1 − c1s2 ∈ Aξ . Since
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(s1 − a1, s2 − a2) is a solution of the linear equation with entries in R
c2x− c1 y = 0. (1)
Since A is ﬂat over R , and by [15, Theorem 7.6], we can ﬁnd solutions (u1, v1), . . . , (ur, vr) of Eq. (1)




in the quotient ﬁeld K of R , and if we let bi be such an element then we have
bic1,bic2 ∈ R . It then follows from Lemma 3.3 that bi ∈ R . As a by product we have s1 − a1 = c1s,
where s =∑biti ∈ A, and so ξ(s) = 1. We have thus shown the claimed result when R is local.
Assume now that R is an arbitrary Nœtherian normal domain, and let m be a maximal ideal of R .
By applying the above arguments to the A2-ﬁbration A ⊗R Rm over the local domain Rm we obtain
sm ∈ A such that ξ(sm) ∈ R \ m. This shows that plR(ξ) is not contained in any maximal ideal of R
and so plR(ξ) = R . 
Corollary 3.4. Let R be a regular ring containingQ and let A be an A2-ﬁbration over R. Then every ﬁxed point
free locally nilpotent R-derivation of A has a slice.
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, A is locally stably trivial, and so the claimed result will follow from Theo-
rem 1.1 if we prove that Aξ is an A1-ﬁbration over R .
Notice that Aξ is contained in A and that A is ﬁnitely generated over R . This reduces, by Theo-
rem 2.10, the question of proving that Aξ is ﬁnitely generated over R to show that so is Aξ ⊗R Rm
over Rm for every maximal ideal m of R . Thus, if we prove that Aξ ⊗R Rm = R[1]m for any maximal
ideal of R then Aξ is a ﬁnitely generated locally univariate polynomial algebra over R and in particular
an A1-ﬁbration over R .
Let m be a maximal ideal of R . Then by Auslander–Buchsbaum Theorem [4,17] Rm is a UFD. On
the other hand, by Theorem 2.5 we have (A ⊗R Rm)[n] = R[n+2]m for some n  0, and in particular
A ⊗R Rm is a UFD. This shows by Proposition 2.2 that Aξ ⊗R Rm = (A ⊗R Rm)ξ is a UFD. Since
moreover Rm ⊂ Aξ ⊗R Rm ⊂ R[n+2]m and trdegRm Aξ ⊗R Rm = 1 it follows from Theorem 2.9 that
Aξ ⊗R Rm = R[1]m . 
The following corollary answers the question raised in [11, Question 2].
Corollary 3.5. Let R be a factorial regular ring containingQ and let A be anA2-ﬁbration over R. Then A = R[2]
if and only if A has a ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-derivation.
Proof. Let ξ be a ﬁxed point free locally nilpotent R-derivation of A. By Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 3.4
ξ has a slice v and Aξ is an A1-ﬁbration over R . By Theorem 2.6 there exists a ﬁnitely generated
rank one projective R-module M such that Aξ ∼=R Sym(M). Since R is a UFD M is actually a free
R-module of rank one and so Aξ = R[1] = R[u] for some u ∈ A. Finally, by Theorem 2.1 we have
A = R[u, v] = R[2] . 
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